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Grade 12 Advanced 

    





                                    Task 1

Currently, many young men try to have their own 
business. Write an essay about the business you ( 200 
words)

 want to start. Include the following in your essay:

❖ What business you like to start and why

❖ What do you need to do to have your business

❖ How can you make your business support environment.



Business is the practice of making one's living or making money by producing 
or buying and selling products. It is also "any activity or enterprise entered into for 
profit."

I would like to set up a business in food service delivery  .It is about making healthy 
food and deliver meals for people. I think this business is increasing nowadays 
because people are sending more and more time at work and don’t have time to 
prepare healthy food time at work a time I would like to set up a business in food 
service delivery .It is about making healthy food and deliver meals for people. I think 
this business is increasing nowadays because people are sending more and more 
time at work and don’t have time to prepare healthy food time at work an time I think 
business is increasing nowadays because people are sending more time and do not 
time to prepare healthy meal. That’s why fast food is so popular. It’s   It was 
convenient .Once It becomes clear   that there is a real need for a healthy food 
delivery service. This is very profitable.

 I will need for this business a plan to identify the place of the start-up company .I 
need a budget or money to start this business, stuff and proper advertisement. I can 
use social media to promote for Delivery Food Service I can make special offers in 
order to  encourage people  buy the products .I will be careful of quality  of the food 
ingredients ,  . It is important to care about quality rather than quantity .I will choose 
carefully experienced staff like skilled cook and good drivers. I also need to organize 
my time and made a good career planning. The most important thing is that I meet 
what the market need s I need to think out of the box .to make my business unique 
and different from others.  All this things will make a good reputation of my company 
and can increase my company from a small one to a big organization with many 
branches all over the country.

It is important to think of the environment when you make a business. I want to make 
my business eco-friendly. .I can use local products instead of importing from other 
countries   this is definitely good for environment by reducing carbon footprint when 
we reduce the cost of transport Moreover I use organic materials not chemical not to 
harm the soil and the environment .I won’t use chemicals fertilizers,   provide healthy 
products for the customers 

In conclusion the entrepreneur can also help others in their business and make them 
successful. A correct plan and strategy are key to success.  With a good career 



planning and determination, hardworking and perseverance, we can achieve our 
dream,  

.. 

Task 2

For many different reasons, many entrepreneurships 
go bad and people lose a lot of money. 

Write an essay about what entrepreneurs must do to 
avoid this. Your essay should cover the 

Following:

❖ Factors that affect entrepreneurships negatively

❖ What should an entrepreneur do to be successful or 
competitive?

❖ How can the government help and support young 
entrepreneurs



Entrepreneurship is simply the process of designing, launching, and running a new business 
or enterprise, by coming up with new ideas and ways of doing things. Entrepreneurship is an 
art of creating something new 

Firstly. Entrepreneurs  have some personal  qualities to be successful   .They have  good 
communication skills  and solving problems ,They are creative  , competitive , flexible , and  
open -minded people .They always monitor the market and think of what the market needs. 
They think outside the box and come up with innovative solutions to problems. They don’t 
wait for someone else to tell them what to do. They are willing to take risks anyway. They are 
determined to succeed. They never give up, even when things get tough.

On the other hand, there are some factors that affect entrepreneurships negatively. Some 
businessmen put a poor business planning without deep understanding of the market’s needs. 
Their business plan lacks reality and organization. Others start their business with big loans   
and huge expenses. Moreover the bad location and  poor  advertisement lead to  bad 
marketing , In addition If  the businessman has a rigid strategy and doesn’t  need to be  
flexible ,he won’t be able to  monitor the market. Some don’t have more experience or 
business skills. All these mistakes will definitely result in failure from the start.  

The government can provide help and support to younger entrepreneur. They can provide 
facilities and loans that reduce the burden of new business, For example The government 
excuses start up – business from taxes they. There are a lot of online service and programmes 
to support younger work owner to grow his business. Schools teach students about business   
to create link with between business and education to be skilled worker for companies. 

In conclusion, Entrepreneurship is the process, skill, ability to create opportunities, solve 
problems and contribute into the society since it has made a wide effect on economy 



growth of the country. Starting business is not easy. It requires good planning to gain 
success and avoid failure.   .

             Task 3 

Most of us have dreams and we all wish to fulfill them. Write an 
essay about your 

dreams. Include the following in your essay:

❖ What is your biggest dream?

❖ How can you realize your dream?

❖ Which factors might stop you from fulfilling your dream?

You should write 200w ords.



It is important to set  a goal  and try  achieve it  .Everyone has  a childhood 
dream .and try to turn this dream  to reality .When  the n  lead his  life the 
right way, the  dreams will come to him.”

My biggest dream is graduation from collages and getting a good job with a 
high salary and a good position in the community.  My biggest dream is to be a 
successful businessman who owns a big company that produces unique useful 
products to people all over the world. I want to be to be an en entrepreneur 
with new ideas creative ideas. I was inspired by famous businessmen who are 
the owner of the international company.  I want to be a self- made person

To achieve my dream, I need to have some qualities. I study hard to get high 
qualification from collage. I need to identify my skills, my abilities, my passion   
desire,   and know the advantage and disadvantage of this business, I need to 
ask others for  help as they  more experience, I need to think out if the box . I 
need to I need to be positive, open minded, creative flexible, competitive and 
accept challenge and never give up. I need to be determined for success.   I 
need to make a good plan and a set realistic achievable goals to achieve them.

.However there are some obstacles that stop us from fulfilling my dream. Fear 
keeps people from trying new things and taking risks.  For example, I 



said to myself “I have never ever been successful”. Negative feeling as 
disappointment and hopelessness block your dreams. Moreover   stress 
,pressure, not accepting something new, comparing one with  slow down 
dream path   All these things Surely stop us from achieving dreams.  

                   Task 4

Life changes in every respect including families. Write an essay about 
families now and then.

Include the following in your essay:

❖ How were families in the past compared with today

❖ What is/are the effect(s) of social media on families today

❖ What changes will happen with families in the future

You should write 200 words



Family provides a greater sense of security and belonging. Family structure   has 
changed a lot Now and then, Social media and parents work have a great impact on 
family relationship. 

Families in the past were different from families today. In the past families were 
extended families that include three or more generations live together in one big 
house, including parents children, grandparents and uncles   and aunts, However, 
families today are immediate families that including parents and children only.  This 
change is because of the migration from farms to cities. Extended families often 
gathered for family events for helping and supporting each other, This created 
positive relationships and pass traditions when grandparent pass tradition .All these 
things are missing in immediate families today. 

Families today are addicted social media with more social media we have. We think 
that we connecting, yet we are really disconnecting from each other Families don’t 
have more time to visit each other face to face, because it’s an easier way to 
connect by social media .According to a study on media influence, kids spent over 7 
hours a day using electronic media, As a result   technology is breaking down family 
communication. The children were found to more likely to engage in risky behaviors

Future will have a big change in families children will interact with their parents via 
more technology. Using computers, hand-held devices, or children    will be taught 
how to read and do math, play games, by robots .There will be more gender equality 



between male and female in sharing responsibilities and household Moreover virtual 
families will be more common in the future.

In conclusion.. Social media is a big factor of this family  change .I think Setting 
aside family time, such as family meals, game nights, talking about each other’s free 
of phones, is a key to learning to interact with each other face-to-face . The role 
model of Extended families help children gain desired behavior and good values.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                           Task 5
There are big differences between our current lifestyle and the one 
long time ago. 

Write an essay about lifestyle now and then. Include the following in 
your essay:

❖ How is the lifestyle in your culture today different from your 
grandparents’?

❖ What is the effect of technology on our lifestyle

❖ Will there be big changes in lifestyle in the future

You should write 200 words.



Lifestyle in your culture today different from your grandparents’ .Technology has played a 
vital role in people’s lives. It has a great impact on our lifestyle. In this essay, I will talk 
lifestyle now and then, and how it will be in the future.

 In the past lifestyle was different from today .young teenagers had left schools at 12 to 
work and support their families. They worked hard from sunrise to sunset. They didn’t have 
much free time to meet friends or play games because they went home back exhausted 
from a tiring work, They had healthy lifestyle with eating natural organic food .Nowadays 
teenagers complete their educations and have more free time to meet friends and play 
games using social media. They depend more on fast food which leads to some health 
problems. Some do a few do outdoor activities like sports. 

Technology affects almost every aspect of 21st century life, from transport efficiency 
and safety to access to food and healthcare, productivity. The power of the internet 
has enabled global communities to share ideas and resources more easily  to be 
However, the overuse of some technology has been linked to a decline in mental 
health, as staring at the screen for a long time causes health problems.



There will be big changes in lifestyle in the future.  It will depend more on technology which 
make life easier.  People will use more virtual reality on business People won’t make great 
efforts at work. They will have   online meeting for business. Shopping will be done by 
robots and drones. Virtual schools will be more popular. Lessons will explained by robot 
teachers. Drones will deliver shopping, smart homes with robots will make household and 
chores easier  people talk to machines and gives order to them.

In conclusion our lifestyle is always changing because of technology and social media.   

. I think lifestyle are more relaxing and comfortable. Everything is done by just pressing the 
button. , But we should reduce using devices and practice outdoor activities like sport to be 
active and have healthy lifestyle

                                 Task 6

Nowadays most parents have a job. Parents want to 
achieve balance between family and career both the 

father and the mother work. Write an  opinion 
essay about work of the balance between 
work and life.  ( 200 words)

▪ Why do both parents need to work?

▪ How does parents work affect on family life?



▪ How can men and women balance between 
life and work

Nowadays most parents have a job. Parents want to achieve balance between family and 
career .  The work of both parents affects widely on family life. Some people thinks working 
both parents has some advantages while others disagree with this point of view.  I think only a 
few families manage to achieve balance between job and family. 

First of all working both parents has a lot of advantages. Nowadays the demand of life 
requires both parents to work full time. The main reason is to raise the family income and 
increase the standard of living. As a result, both parents work to earn more money to raise 
their  children  well  and  be  able  to  provide  good education  for  them as  the  expenses 
increases. Furthermore children learn some skills like responsibility when they look after 
their younger siblings.

In fact women worked in many fields of work like banking, business, medicine, law and 
policy. She reached a high point at work. She gained some skills such as independence, 
power, equality with men and strength, besides wealth and supporting her. I strongly agree 
with women’s work as I believe that with the increase cost of living, one income is not 
enough, so both parents should work to support life.     

On the other hand, there are some negative sides for working both parents. It affects badly 
on family life relation  which is  full of stress  .This will creates an emotional gap between 
and parents and children  ,  for example They don’t have more time to spend their time with 
children and  monitor their behavior . This definitely leads to family breakup and threatens 



family stability.  Furthermore with the lack of care of parents, problems become popular 
like addiction of drugs, more bad behavior like bullying. 

In conclusion, Parents want to achieve balance between family and career. I think Parents 
can share chores and responsibilities .They also work on shifts or have flexible work, so that 
they could change time of work easily. Wealthy people can hire a nanny or ask help from 
relatives. They should organize their time and involve children in household. Parents should 
try hard    to keep                              balance between life and work.  

  

                                                

Task 7

Families raise and their children in different ways. Is it 
bad to for parents to always dote on their kids?

 Write an opinion essay about of parent way to raise 
their children. (200 words)

*Is it bad to for parents to always dote on their kids?

*How does upbringing affect the behavior of a child?

*How are parents supposed to treat their child?



Families raise and their children in different ways. Some families think it is 
good to treat children easily, while others disagree with this point of view .I 
think families should treat children wisely because Family is the basis of 
society. It provides members to the society.

Some families dote on their children.  They think that it is a kind of much care 
and love.  For example, they do everything what the child needs or likes.  
Extended families have played a role in spoiling the children especially the 
youngest child. Other parents favor one child more than others like the 
oldest or the youngest. Parents are busy all time at work so they try achieve 
Child’s  desire and bring whatever he wants .As a result of this  ,I think doting 
will  leads to some bad behaviour like arrogance or feeling one is better than 
others and selfishness when they think of themselves only . At the same time 
favouritism one child surely resents the other siblings and creates bitterness, 
jealousy and hate which leads to violence and conflict. 

On the other hand, other parents believe it is better to treat children with a 
tough way.   due to their perception, when children get harsh criticism, child 
will learn from his mistakes and won’t make wrong things, so that he become 
more responsible. In fact this surely affected badly on self-esteem .They will 
have no confidence. In this way, the child will learn bad behaviour like lying 



as he is afraid of punishment. I strongly disagree with them. In my opinion 
,when  children are  badly hurt by their own parents ,they can’t  forget this 
treatment  all the life and build  weak personality .

In conclusion some parents dote on their children while others treat them in 
a harsh way. In my point of view, parents should be fair with children and 
advise them.  They try to build a positive relationship with them to be a good 
citizen who can serve himself, his family and his home as well.  

                              

                                    Task 8
Child care affects the relationships between family 
members because in most houses 

both the father and the mother work. Write an essay 
about the responsibility of raising children.

▪ How has raising children changed over time

▪ What options do parents have today to raise children

▪ How can men and women balance between life and 
work

Parenting has changed a lot over the years 
Parenting is a lot different now than it was even 



just a few decades ago—and it will continue to 
change as our world does.

Parenting styles have changed over the years, In the past, parents were 
more likely to adhere to strict rules and schedules with little room for 
flexibility.,  Families used to be larger, so parents didn’t have as much 
one-on-one time with their kids. The parent style was command and 
control—kids have to obey their elders without question.. Nowadays 
parents give children more freedom and independence.

Some parents dote on their children while others treat them in a harsh 
way. Both ways   wrong ways of bringing up.   In my point of view, 
parents should be fair , moderate with children and advise them , It is 
important to  give children more freedom and independence.. The family 
relationship should be based on love, care and understanding .family 
teach them good manner and values to ensure your kids grow up respecting 



others, hey try to build a positive relationship with them to be a good 
citizen who can serve himself, his family and his home as well.

Parents want to achieve balance between family and career. I think 
Parents can share chores and responsibilities .They also work on shifts 
or have flexible work, so that they could change time of work easily. 
Wealthy people can hire a nanny or ask help from relatives. They should 
organize their time and involve children in household. Parents should try 
hard    to keep   balance between life and work.  

In conclusion strong families give children a safe, secure place to be 
themselves and learn about who they are. Because children in strong 
families feel secure and loved, they have confidence to explore their 
world, try new things and learn. And they can deal better with challenges 
with family suppo

 

 

Argumentative essay  Discussion

…………………………topic………………..is considered one of the most important topics nowadays 
.It plays an important role in our world these days ………………topic………………affects widely 
on people ‘s life. some people thinks that …………………topic…….. has some advantages while 
others disagree with this point of view .In this essay, I will discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of …… topic………………..

First of all …………topic………….. has some positive sides for some reasons first 
…………………………..for example ……………………………….. Second 
……………………………………………………………….. this means ………

Third …………………………………This surely leads to………………………………



On the other hand there are some negative sides for …………………topic…………………………such 
as ………………………

 Furthermore………………………………………… in addition to ……………………

Moreover ……………………………for instance ………………………..that’s why this definitely leads to 
………………………. …………………..

In Conclusion we can say that ……………topic……………….has positive and negative effects at 
the same time This surely makes people face conflict .Some people support it however 
others are against. In my opinion I completely (agree –disagree)on ……………topic…………..for 
some reasons as ………………………………

We should ………………………… to enjoy benefits of ……………topic…….. and avoid its bad effects.


